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LEARN
The Basics to Get Started

Have you ever wanted to reach out to somebody you really admired? It could be an
influencer in your industry, a favorite author, or even a famous YouTuber who shows you
how to skin potatoes. (Just throwing out guesses here.)
Well, I have.
I’m a firm believer that the friends and connections you have today will completely shape
your tomorrow. You should surround yourself with people who are far more
experienced/smarter than you - so they can help push your business to new levels.
To bounce ideas off. To learn from and with. To grow together as entrepreneurs.
The big question is, how do you get the connections you need in your corner without being
spammy and extremely annoying?
In this case study, I’ll show you my exact steps to turning Eric T. Wagner to a friend and
mentor who’s invested in my success.
All by using the following techniques. All through email.

Be Strategic in Your Outreach—But
Don’t Let it Show.
I’ll be honest. Reaching out to someone you’ve never met can be intimidating. Especially if
you’re new to this whole ‘strategic outreach’ thing. So it’s in your best interest to have a
plan.
One that actually works.
You need to know the right mental triggers, use the right tools, and know what to say to get
on their good side. That’s what we’ll cover in the following steps.
But before we talk about anything else, I’ve got two things I need you to do. First, I need
you to install two apps to your Gmail account. (If you don’t have a Gmail account, please set
one up.)


Rapportive: Rapportive is a really cool tool that helps you instantly find information
about the person you’re about to send an email to. Find their Twitter? Check. Figure
out their job title? Check.



Yesware: This is another great Gmail app that lets you track the emails you send.
Find out when (or if) it was opened, where it was opened, and on what kind of
device.

Second, I need you to understand that while you’re being strategic in this outreach, you
need to be as genuine as possible. The last thing we want to do is send a crappy email
template that just gets thrown in the trash bin.
Your target (Eric, for instance) gets hundreds of emails a day. Maybe more. So what we
need to do is set ourselves apart from the inbox spammers. We need to invest our time
and minds into this.

Step 2: Cyber Stalk and Get to
Know Your Target
Before you even think about reaching out to your target, you need to know a decent
amount about them.
For example, here are the things I did to learn more about Eric before I did anything else:

Read their articles:
I read his articles on Forbes to get a better understanding of his style, personality, and
attitude toward entrepreneurship.

Follow them on Twitter (or their most active social media
platform):
I followed him on Twitter, retweeted one tweet, and favored two others. I also looked for
things we had in common.

(This tweet indicates that he understands the value of reading and continual learning—a
belief I also share. Mental note added.)

(This tweet shows that he loves the outdoors as well as entrepreneurship. After getting
over my jealousy of his view, I added a mental note of this too.)

Read their Blogs:
Through his Twitter account, I also found his blog Mighty Wise Academy and subscribed to
his email newsletter. I also took note of the email address he put up for people who
wanted to reach out to him.

In addition, you can also do more research through other social profiles, a quick Google
search or anything else along those lines. But I felt like I had enough information and a
good understanding of who Eric is as a person. Not just an entrepreneur, but as a human
being.

That is what’s most important.
If you can’t connect on a human level with other people, you need to rethink your decision
to pursue entrepreneurship.

Step 3: The 2 (Big) Simple Rules.
The person you’re emailing is going to take around five seconds to look over what you say
and decide whether they’re going to delete or respond to it. So this is make or break. Two
rules that have kept my emails out of the trash are:
1. Open with a compliment that shows you’ve done your homework and know
exactly who they are. It can be a comment on a recent tweet or blog post, an interview
they did, and so on. (It’s extremely important that you come across as—and are—genuine.)
When you open with a compliment like this, it also strokes their ego and will drastically
improve your chances of getting a reply.
2. Stick to the point. Since this is your first email, you need to say what you’re going to
say. Nothing more. Like I said earlier, your target may get up to 100+ emails a day—so
respect their time and say what you need to say!

Step 4: Use A Proven Template.
(Don’t worry, I’ve got your back.)
I’ve used a lot of templates in the past, and I’m going to share with you the one that almost
always gets a positive response. This is also the exact email I sent Eric to get in contact and
start building our relationship.

Now let’s dissect it into the key points on why it’s the perfect email:
Good headline
My headline was, “One quick question, Eric.” “One quick question” indicates that what I’ve
got to say inside the email will hardly take any of his time. And by saying his name, it shows
him that my email wasn’t an automated spambot. (Trust me, it matters.)

Be complimentary
I opened with a compliment that gets his attention and strokes his ego (in a genuine
manner).
Stick to the point
I immediately got to the point. No beating around the bush here. I told him what I wanted
and what would be in it for him.
Make an offer
I offered to send him more information. This indicates that I’ve thought it all out, but
respect his time enough to break down the amount of information I send his way.
Be memorable
I close with a unique sign-off. “Regards,” “All the best,” and so on gets so overused that
people just don’t even read it. I simply wrote, “Hope you’re having an awesome day!”
Always try to add a closing sentence like this that gets your target’s attention and lets them
know you care.
I added my personal information. By doing this, I show that I’m a real human who isn’t just
sending a random cold email—I’m looking to build a lasting connection.

Email Template
With this combo, I guarantee your chances of getting a response will skyrocket. Feel free to
make the email I sent to Eric your own. But please make sure to really personalize it and
add your own voice.
Email Subject
One quick question, (TARGET NAME)
Hey (TARGET NAME),
My name is (YOUR NAME) over from (Your workplace, website, etc.), and I wanted to
introduce myself and let you know (Insert personalized compliment).
(What you’re asking from your target)
(Reason why they should do what you’re asking)
Hope you’re having an awesome day!
(Your name)
(Your title at your business)
(Your company)
(Your phone number)

Tools to help
Also, as you send out your email, remember to use Yesware to track whether it was opened
and Rapportive to see if there’s any additional personalization you can do.
Learn to use Yesware here.
Learn to use Rapportive here.

Step 5: Let Things Flow Organically

After this email, I saw it was appropriate to go into more detail and deepen the
relationship. As you can see from his reply, he’s interested in what I have to say as well as
what I’m doing through Startup Savant.
I was very open and made sure to cover all the important aspects to what I was doing. That
included Startup Savant’s overall mission, how we planned to give back, and why it was so
important to me.
His reply was an offer to get on a (gratis) Skype conference to talk about potential
directions for Startup Savant.
SUCCESS!
We set a date and time and shared our information.

Step 6: What to Do Past the First
Email Conversation
When the day for the Skype call came, I made sure I was respectful and personable. He
introduced me to the business model canvas and how I could utilize it in my business. After
we finished the business side of the call, I made sure to get some small talk in.
Remembering that he was writing a book, I casually asked the publishing date and
mentioned how much I looked forward to reading it. I let him know how much of a
bibliophile I was and absorbed books like chocolate cake.
He paused for a second. “Do you want to be an ambassador for it and give me feedback
before it gets published?”
I said, of course! He then sent me the information immediately after we got off our call.
As an ambassador for Eric’s book Walk Through Fire, I would read through the 400+ pages,
make edits, suggestions, and anything else to make the book the best it could be.
So I got started and read about 15+ pages a day.
Of course, I made sure to touch base every once in a while to let him know that I was
working on it and committed to the project. Emails like this were exchanged to touch base
and to build his trust in me:

Notice in the bottom message I say, “I just didn’t want to rush it.”
This is a really powerful social trigger that shows him I’m taking my time, because putting in
a poor effort on this project wasn’t acceptable to me. That I’m here to help.
Because of a deadline miscommunication, I realized my closing date was quickly
approaching (the end of that week), and I was nowhere near the end of the book.
I had no choice but to move all my obligations aside so I could focus 100% on Walk

Through Fire for the next six days. As soon as I woke up every morning, I’d brew a dark
roast and get straight to work.
Five and a half days and 824 pages later (I went through the manuscript twice)—I was done!

Step 7: Treat Yourself to a Cup of
Coffee (Optional)
Loosen up—this is fun!
You’re on your way to building great relationships that will change your life.
Know when to celebrate your victories and treat yourself to a cup of coffee—or other
preferred beverage—on me.
You’ve got this!

Wrapping This Case Study Up (and
Moving Forward as an
Entrepreneur)
Since my first email to Eric 79 days ago, a lot has happened.


I’ve helped him develop and edit his first book.



Joined his academy.



Befriended a mentor and strategic partner.

All through the power of email plus a little hard work, kind words, and the willingness to go
above and beyond. As you can see, I’ve invested a lot of time and effort into building this

single connection.
Why would I do something like that? Better yet, why should you?
Like I said at the beginning of this case study, the friends and connections you have today
will completely shape your tomorrow. You should surround yourself with people who are
far more experienced/smarter than you—so that they can help push your business to new
levels.
Befriend your giant. Build your business.
It’s as simple as that.

START
Steps to Take Today

3 Action Steps to Take Today
1. Make a list of the “Giants” you would love to befriend
And make sure you add at least one dream Giant!

2. Start stalking researching them
Follow them on social media and start reading everything they’re currently writing

3. If you’re nervous, try someone “easy”
If you’re too nervous to try for your dream Giant, try someone you think will be easier. It’s
hard to take that first step – to put yourself out there. But it gets easier with practice.
Think of this one as a practice run!

Good luck!

